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I. Introduction. Let X be a complex manifold which is countable at infinity and

let 6 denote the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on X. Let G(U) be the

Frechet algebra of holomorphic functions on an open set [/<= X, with the topology

of uniform convergence on compact subsets of X. Let S be a subset of X, and define

&(S) as the inductive limit

0(S) = ind lim &(U)
u=>s

where U runs over open subsets of X which contain S, and suppose that <S(S) has

the inductive limit topology. Let S be the spectrumf2) of the algebra &(S), and let

g: S-> She the usual evaluation map defined by g(x)f=f(x) for/e <P(S). We shall

say that S is holomorphically convex if g is a bijective mapping onto S. If S is

an open subset of a Stein manifold X, then it is well known that S is holomorph-

ically convex if and only if S is a Stein manifold (see [6]). If S is compact we

shall see (Proposition 2.4) that this definition of holomorphic convexity agrees

with the definition given in [10] where various geometric characterizations are

discussed.

The purpose of this paper is to prove Theorems A and B of Cartan for coherent

analytic sheaves on a compact holomorphically convex subset of a Stein manifold

X. We also give a characterization of holomorphic convexity of compact subsets of

Xin terms of a weakened form of Theorem B. In §11 we introduce a concept of the

envelope of holomorphy of arbitrary subsets of a Stein manifold, generalizing

the envelope of holomorphy of open subsets of a Stein manifold, whose existence

was shown by Rossi [6]. In §111 we prove the main theorems of the paper, using

some of our results from §11.

II. Envelopes of holomorphy. Let S be a subset of a Stein manifold X, and (9(S)

be as in §1. Let &'(S), the dual of &(S) as a topological vector space, have the weak

topology induced by &(S). This induces the weak topology on S^ß'(S). The re-

striction map from 0(X) into 6(S) has a continuous adjoint from @'(S) into 6\X)

which obviously maps S continuously into X. Since X is Stein we can identify X

with X. This gives us a map from 5 into X which will be denoted by tt. Let g be the
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(2) S is the set of nonzero continuous homomorphisms of the algebra <S(S) into C.
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evaluation map from S into S. We then have the following commutative diagram

s

We shall need the following important result due to Rossi [6] in the case where S=U

is open in X (see also [4, Chapter 1 ]).

Theorem 2.1 (Rossi). Let U be an open set in a Stein manifold X, then U can be

given the structure of a Stein manifold such that:

(a) tt is a locally biholomorphic map of U into X.

(b) g is an analytic isomorphism of U into Ü.

(c) g*: ß(Ü) -> 0(U) is a Frechet algebra isomorphism.

Now let us return to the case where S is an arbitrary subset of the Stein manifold

X. Suppose that {Ua, ae 1} is a fundamental system of open neighborhoods of S,

where Ua<=UB if and only if a>ß. If a>ß, then the restriction map <S(UB) into

G(Ua) has a continuous adjoint from d'(Ua) into ®'(UB) which, when restricted to

0a, defines a continuous map <paB from Ua into UB. By Theorem 2.1(a), we see that

<paB is the spreading map of 0a over UB obtained by considering Ua as an open

subset of the Stein manifold ÜB. This implies that q>aB is locally biholomorphic.

In general, the weak dual of an inductive limit of locally convex spaces is the

projective limit of the weak duals (see, for example, [8, p. 140]). Therefore

&'(S) = proj lim &'(Ua)
ael

and hence

(2.1) S = proj lim 0a
ael

where the projective limits are taken with respect to the maps {<paB} defined above.

Let ß denote the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on Ua. These sheaves

induce, in a natural way, a sheaf of rings on S. This sheaf will be called the holo-

morphic structure sheaf on 5 and will be denoted by -S<S. It is defined as follows.

For each Ua, the obvious map <pa from S into Ua induces an inverse image sheaf

9*(a@) on S, such that (<p*{ß))x~a®«>aw Also, the maps <pa/J, from Oa into UB

induce compatible sheaf homomorphisms

We then let

s0 = ind lim <p*(a0)

where the inductive limit is taken with respect to the maps {4>ae}-

We have the following analogues of parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.1.

Proposition 2.2. (a) The map tt from S into X induces an algebraic isomorphism

from <SnW onto -s<Sxfor each x e S.
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(b) The evaluation map g is a homeomorphism from S onto g(S) which induces a

sheaf isomorphism from 50|8(S) onto &\s, if S is identified with g(S).

Proof. For each x e S, S0X is the inductive limit of the stalks {a09aM}. Since each

<paß is a locally biholomorphic map, this implies that the map from aG0aix) into S0X

is an isomorphism for each a e /. Now part (a) is just the special case where Ua = X

and <p„ = 77. To prove part (b) first note that g'1 is equal to gä10 <pa and hence it is

continuous. The remainder of part (b) follows from the fact that for each a e I,

(<Pa(«®))Is(S) is isomorphic to (9\s (under the identification of S with g(S)), where this

isomorphism is a consequence of part (b) of Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D.

It might happen that for some S, the set 5 is embedded in a complex manifold

in a natural way, then the stalk isomorphism in Proposition 2.2 implies that 71- is

"locally biholomorphic", by the inverse function theorem. The following propo-

sition is an analogue of Theorem 2.1(c), and shows that holomorphic functions on 5

can be "continued analytically" to the part of the spectrum connected to S.

Let E(S) denote the components of § which intersect S.

Proposition 2.3. The restriction map g*: T(E(S), §0) -> T(S, 0) is an algebraic

isomorphism.

Proof. Suppose/is a section of & over S. Then/is the restriction of a section f1

of G on some neighborhood Ua of ^(see [3]). By part (c) of Theorem 2.1,/1 extends

to a section f2 of ß on 0a (where we identify Ua with its image in 0a). Then f2

induces a section f3 of $& over 8, which when restricted to S is just / (again identi-

fying S with g(S)). This proves g* is onto. The fact that g* is one-to-one follows

easily from the following principle of unique continuation for sections of -S(P and the

assumption that E(S) is connected to S. Suppose {xv} is a net in S which converges

to x e 8, and suppose that/is a section of §@ which is defined in a neighborhood of

{xv} u x, such that fXv = 0 (as a germ) for all v, then fx = 0(3). To show this, let h0aix)

be the germ at ya(x) which induces the germ fx (see Proposition 2.2). The germ

h-vaw lS induced by a section h of a<S in some neighborhood of <pa{x), and h induces

the section / in some neighborhood of x. Therefore there exists a n such that

A„o(JC>) induces fx if v > y. This implies that h9aW is the zero germ at (pa(xv) for v > it,

since -s@Xii ~ (90^X]l) (see the proof of part (a) of Proposition 2.2). By the uniqueness

of analytic continuation on 0a we obtain that hVaix), and hence fx, is the zero

germ. Q.E.D.

Whether E(S) is the same as S or not is related to the following question. Let

A(S) denote the closure of <P(S) in C(S), where C(S) is the space of continuous

functions on S with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets, and

let Sf(A(S)) be the spectrum of A(S). Then there is a continuous map 0 from

Sf{A(S)) into the set of x e S satisfying \x(f)\£supK |/|, for all/e 0<S) and for

some compact set K<= S. The Silov idempotent theorem can be used to prove that

(3) If / is a section of a sheaf, then fx denotes the germ of / at x.
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E(S) contains p(£f(A(S))) (see [4]). Therefore, if p(y(A(S))) is dense in S, then

E(S) = §. If S is open then trivially we have that p{Sfi(A(S)))^S.

Proposition 2.4. If K is a compact set in a complex manifold X, then the spectra

of the algebras A(K) and 6(K) are homeomorphic.

Remark. ■9'(A{K)) was called the holomorphic hull of A in [10].

Proof. Suppose xe K. We must show that

\x(f)\ g sup l/l,  for all/e (5(A).
K

Suppose this were not so, then there would be a function / e @(K) such that x(f) = 1

but sup* l/l < 1. These two facts imply that x(l -/) = 0 and (1 -/)-* e G(K). This

is impossible, since then we would have

1 = x((l -/)(! -Z)-1) = x(\-/Ml -Z)-1 = 0. Q.E.D.

In analogy to Theorem 2.1(a) one could ask whether n were "locally biholo-

morphic" in the sense of being a local homeomorphism which induces an iso-

morphism (locally) between (9 and -s&. The following example shows that this is not

necessarily the case. Let

B0 = {(z, w)eC2 : \z\2+\w\2 £1},

Bn = {(z, w)eC2 : |z|2+|nf ^ 1 + 1/«},      n £ 1,

and letting BBn be the boundary of Bn we set

S=\J dBn.
n = 0

Then it is easy to see that set-theoretically (disjoint union)

However S, which is equipped with the weak topology induced by &(S), is not

mapped locally homeomorphically by rr into C2. Suppose it were (which would be the

case if S were equipped with the disjoint union topology, for example), then, letting

pn be the center of the ball Bn in S, {pn} would be a discrete set. But it follows easily

from Hartogs' theorem that, in the weak topology on S, the points pn converge to

the point p0, which is a contradiction. Thus S is not a subset of a complex manifold

in any natural way. The authors would like to thank the referee for supplying this

example.

III. Compact holomorphically convex sets. In order to compute cohomology it

will be convenient to express K as the projective limit of compact sets, in the case

where A is compact. Considering A as a subset of 0a, where we use the same

notation as before, let Ka denote the 0((7a)-hull of A, i.e.,

Ka = \x e Ua : |/(*)| ^ sup |/|, V/e ß{Ütt)}.
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One can easily check that <pa(K)^Ka and <j>aß(Ka)^ KB. Since Ua is a Stein manifold,

it follows that Ka is compact. Thus we have the important

Lemma 3.1. If K is compact in X, then K is homeomorphic to the projective limit

of the compact Hausdorff spaces Ka.

The projective limit of compact spaces retains one of the important properties of

a fundamental neighborhood system.

Corollary 3.2. Suppose N is a neighborhood of <pß(K) in Kß. Then there exists

an a>ß such that <paß(Ka)<^N.

Proof. Suppose this were not so. Then yäß{Kß — N) is a compact nonempty set

for all a^ß, which implies that there exists a point

x e proj lim yäß(Kß -N) <= proj lim Ka = K
a a

such that (pß(x) <fc N. But this is a contradiction. Q.E.D.

We now have the following analogue to the Fundamental Theorem of Cartan

for Stein manifolds (see [1], [2]).

Theorem 3.3. Let K be a compact holomorphically convex subset of a Stein

manifold X, and let ^ be a coherent analytic sheaf on K. Then:

(A) For each x e K the (9x-module ^x is generated by the germs at x of Y(K,

(B) H\K, .¥) = 0 for all q>0.

Proof. By Proposition 2 of Cartan [2] there exists a neighborhood U of K in X

and a coherent analytic sheaf 2? on U which restricts to on K. By Corollary 3.2

there exists a KB such that rrB(KB)<= U. The inverse image tt|^ is a coherent analytic

sheaf on a neighborhood of Kß in 0e because nß is locally biholomorphic. Now, as

is well known, Ks has a fundamental neighborhood system in O0 consisting of

Stein manifolds. In particular, there is an open Stein manifold Y in Üß which

contains K such that n*^ is a coherent analytic sheaf on Y. Since tt|^, when

restricted to K, is just W (under the identification map ge: Ue -s* Üe), we see that

part (A) follows immediately from Cartan's Theorem A applied to on Y.

Since, for each a, Ka has a fundamental neighborhood system consisting of Stein

manifolds it follows as in [2] from Cartan's Theorem B that H"(Ka, tt*C#) = 0,

for all q>0 and all a>ß. Therefore, once we show that

(*) H"(K,     = ind lim H«{Ka,

part (B) will be proved.

To show (*) we proceed as follows. Suppose q is an integer SO. Let {#"•*}

denote the canonical flabby resolution(4) of      restricted to Ka. Let {W} denote

(4) See, for example [3].
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the canonical flabby resolution of ■'F on A. Then there is a natural map

P: ind lim T(Ka, «*■«) -> T(A, <«f9).
a

We shall show that p is an isomorphism. Suppose /is a section of ^ on A, then

(identifying A with a subset of A^) it is easy to see that / extends to a section of

<€B,q on Kß. Thus p is onto. Suppose /e ind lima r(Aa, (€a-") is represented by

/" e r(A„, and /" vanishes on A (considered as a subset of A,). Then fB

vanishes on a neighborhood N of A in A^. By Corollary 3.2 there exists an a^ß

such that «^(Ä^^A/. Therefore/is represented in T(Ka, '&"•*) by zero. This proves

p is one to one, and thus (*) is established, since cohomology commutes with

inductive limits. Q.E.D.

The following theorem gives a characterization of compact holomorphically

convex sets, but first we need to make a definition. If S<= X, then we shall say that

M is a sheaf of relations on S if M is the kernel of a sheaf homomorphism

Theorem 3.4. Suppose A is a compact subset of a Stein manifold X. Then the

following conditions are equivalent:

(a) A is holomorphically convex.

(b) HQ(K, !F) = 0 for allq>0 and for all coherent analytic sheaves    on K.

(c) H\K, Si) = 0 for all sheaves of relations St on K.

Proof. The only thing we have to show is that (c) implies (a).

Assume (c) and suppose that y e K. If there exists a point x e A such that

v(/) = 0 implies f(x)=0 for any/e 0{K), then y = x. This can be seen as follows:

the function f-y(f) satisfies v(/-v(/))=0, hence f(x)-y(f) = 0, and by our

identification we have y = x. Now assume that y e K, but y $ K. Then for each

x e A there exists a function / e C(A) such that y(f) = 0, but /(x)#0. By compact-

ness of A, this implies that there exists functions/,...,/ e 0(K) such that >>(/;) = 0,

j=l,..., r, and such that these functions do not vanish simultaneously at any point

in A. This means that the map p: (9r\K -> 0\K defined by p(gu ..., gr) = 2.jfjgj is

surjective. We then define 91 by the exact sequence

O-^-^lr-^I^O.

By hypothesis, H\H, 3t)=0, and thus p \ CJ{K)r -> &(K) is surjective. Hence there

exists gu ..., gr g ^(A) such that 2y/y£j = 1- ^ut this is impossible since 1 =y(l)

=2/J</M^)=0. Q.E.D.
As in the case of Stein manifolds, holomorphically convex sets will generally be

topologically restricted. More precisely we have

Theorem 3.5. Suppose K is a compact holomorphically convex subset of a Stein

manifold X, then H"(K, Z) = 0,for q>dimc X.
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Proof. If Y is a Stein manifold of complex dimension n, then rf(Y, Z) = 0 for

q>n (see [11]). The theorem then follows from this fact in exactly the same way

that (B) of Theorem 3.3 followed from Cartan's Theorem B. Q.E.D.

The following corollary generalizes the result that a Stein manifold of complex

dimension 3:2 is connected at the boundary (see [4, p. 227]).

Corollary 3.6. Suppose K is a compact holomorphically convex subset of a Stein

manifold X of complex dimension n, then

H\X, Z) s HP(X-K, Z), p<n-\.

Proof. It follows from Alexander duality and Theorem 3.5 that H%(X, Z)=0

for p<n (H%(X, Z) is frequently denoted by HV(X, X-K; Z)). The corollary then

follows from the exact sequence

-> Hl{X, Z) -> H"(X, Z) -> HP(X-K, Z)-+- - Q.E.D.

Remarks. (1) Suppose that AT is a holomorphically convex compact subset of an

n-dimensional Stein manifold X and !F is a locally free analytic sheaf on K. By

utilizing part (B) of Theorem 3.3 above one can show that (see [5] and [7]):

(1) H%(X, 3^) = 0 for q*n.

(ii) Hl(X, &)=H°{K, 3F* <g) Lln)'.

(2) Suppose K is a compact subset of a complex manifold X with a funda-

mental system of Stein neighborhoods. Then K is holomorphically convex (this

follows immediately from (2.1) and the fact that U=0 \f U is Stein). It is un-

known whether the converse is true.

(3) Suppose M is a compact real C°° /c-dimensional submanifold of an n-

dimensional complex manifold X, and let hx = d\mc TX(M) n JTX{M), the complex

dimension of the holomorphic tangent space to M at x. In this case we have a

geometric characterization of the holomorphic convexity of M. Namely, under

certain "generic" conditions on M, holomorphic convexity of M is equivalent to

hx being identically zero on M, and this in turn is equivalent to the apparently

stronger assertion that A(M) = C(M) (see [9] for a more complete discussion of

these results).
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